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Empowering your staff
– with the right
working tool

All communication
in the palm of your hand
”Work smarter not harder”

Excellent customer service makes the difference.
Stay connected with you staff and colleagues, always!

Smarter than a smartphone!
Dedicated for work

Within for example hotels, retail, hospitals and industrial sites it is essential that staff or colleagues stay connected and are easy to reach, this to be
able to provide excellent service to your guests or customers, and security
to your staff or care to your patients.

SMART1 by COBS is designed with an open mind to add on to a variety
of systems, contributing with excellent HD voice quality, intercom, smart
alarm and messaging integration and so much more.
Our focus is to make work more effective, not harder

Technology in your service

Available apps is the choice of our customers in each individual case

In todays connected world, technology is always present. However, the
technology is not always adopted to your working needs. We have designed the SMART1 to be an effective working tool, made for mobile workers
that wants to work smarter within their premises.

A durable device with a friendly grip, a nice clip and an easy exchangeable battery are all design elements to keep your “return on
investment” as attractive as possible.

A SMART CLIP,
keeps your phone in
place!

Physical buttons,
because sometimes it
is simply much better

Stay tuned with
essential information
in the top display

Send distress alarms
with a single button
push, exact location
for your security

Your choice
of apps!
Intercom or
PushToTalk with a
single push

Autentication,
your personal settings

Simplify your working day, SMART1 for your needs!
Connect your SMART1 to your system or any other system. Notifications,
calendar, to-do lists, tasks, memos, medicine, relatives, contact information, unified communications apps, chat or any tool that contributes to
making your working day better. Endless possibilities...
Create peace of mind in earlier stressful situations
Relevant data in the palm of your hand, or in your direct sight

Hotel
Customer service helps you
stand out from the crowd.
Empower your staff and let
them do an even more
excellent work.
HD voice quality in verbal
communication, Push to Talk
for direct contact with maintenance or maids. Our solution enhances your customer
service.

Improves availability
Increases security

Retail

Industry

Excellent service is about
the meeting between you
and your customer. Let
SMART1 improve your availability and help you respond to requests.

Efficient communication
and early warnings keep
you up to date with any
problems.

Integrated apps for your
ERP system and you have
the information at your
fingertips. Let SMART1
enhance your customer’s
shopping experience.

Integration with production
lines, using Bluetooth to
read data and to program
machines.
Protecting your lone workers with man/down and
precise location detection.

Marine

Hospitals

With SMART1 it is possible
to create a dedicated HD
voice network, suited for
voice, alarms and messages.

Get access to critical data at
a glance.
Send the right information to
the right person at the right
time. Speed and accuracy
is essential for the perfect
companion.

Integrate the fire alarm or
the intercom solution
directly in the SMART system.

Avoid stress and alarm fatigue by clever integration with
the nurse call system of your
choice. SMART1 - Made for
nurses!

Communicate hands-free.
Get rid of your pager thanks
to the SMART1 top display!

Security
SMART1, your alarm companion. Feel safe in your
premises and in your profession.
Precise location detection
and dedicated alarm button makes your colleagues
reachable with a single
push, and they know where
you are.

SMART1
as remote
control
Deactivate alarms,
set inhibit timers, open
doors, access surveillance cameras...
what are your needs?

Smart, with an open mind
– endless possibilities

SMART
1
with an open mind

Staff attack/assistance call
Easy access and dedicated physical
buttons together with precise indoor
location secure your staff.

Camera

”A picture says more than 1000
words” – stream video, scan a
barcode or simply see what is
going on in the other end.

Top display

Top display, fast and efficient
alarms or messages directly in
your sight.

LED indicator

LED for charging status or
notifications.

Flexible button

Assistance call, push to talk
or presence, the options are
yours.
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Bluetooth

For smart applications, rough
location, door unlocking and
interaction with wearables.

NFC

Presence, authentication, registration or unlocking doors.

SMART Clip

Keeps SMART1 in place in
a simple and secure way.

Rubber

Provides a better grip.
Multiple colors for easy
identification.

Replaceable battery
Don’t wait for charging.

WiFi

Data, video, apps, alarm,voice
and messaging.

DECT

M-100134E_RA

For interference free HD voice
applications, alarm and messaging.

For further information about SMART1,
contact your local dealer or get in direct contact
with us
info@cobs.se

+46 31 33 33 840

www.smart1.se

www.cobs.se

Physical buttons

Because sometimes it is
simply better with real keys.

